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L confirmed implementation of qualification verification. However,
contract worker qualifications were established as be'ng a
responsibility of the contractor; i.e. EBASCO, Bergen-Patterson,
Daniel, etc. This could not be verified with CP&L records.

(2) Corporate QA Audits Regarding E8ASCO

Services design activities for 1981 (70-16, 70-17, 70-18), 1982
(70-19, 70-20, 70-21) and 1983 (70-22) were reviewed. In addition
audits QAA-170-8, QAA-100-21 and QAA-100-23 regarding NPE0 HPES
activities were also reviewed. The following items were noted.

(a) The 1981 and early 1982 audits appeared to be both
programatic and technical in substance. The technical audits
appeared to be of substance. The performance of technical
audits over and above the required programmatic audits
appeared to be a strength in the CP&L QA program. However, a
decrease in the technical aspects of the late 1982 and early

1983 QA audits was also observed and identified to the
licensee. The licensee confirmed a philosophy of continued
performance of technical audits.

(b) The checklist for audit number 70-17 items III.C., and
III.C.2 were marked N/A. Several other examples in other
checklists were cbserved. The licensee informally tracked
the items marked N/A to assure completion of the audit items
or to determine the impact of not performing the audit items.
On April 1, 1983, the licensee issued Revision 5 to CQAD
procedure 80-1 to require unanswered checklist questions t ,
be logged and resolved (perform on future audits or not
required). The licensee recognized weakness of the QA audit
program was identified as Inspector Follow up Item 400,
401/83-25-18 pending inspection of licensee's implementa 1cn
o.f Revision 5 to CQA0 80-1.

i (c) An interdepartmental QA department memorandum cated April 22,
1982 documented CP&L participation in an E2ASCO audit of
Bergen-Patterson (B-P) Pipe Support Design Engineering
offices. One of the two findings noted was regarding 8-Ps
not placing a pipe support calculation on hold subsequent to
notification by EBASCO of a pending change to its pipe
support load. No corrective action had been noted.
Subsequent discussion with the CP&L auditor revealed that the
noted condition was evaluated during the B-P audit to be
technically insignificant due to the small load change and
further inspection of B-P records showed it to be an isolated

case. The licensee acknowledged that the above noted
corrective action resolution should be added to the record.
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(d) The NPED HPES audits were almost entirely programatic in
nature. The licensee expressed an intent to also perform
technical audits on NPED and HPES.

(3) SHNP FSAR Section 3.2 provided a listing of the classification of
structures, systems and components (Q-List). This listing was
also issued on-site as the Q list. The Q-list did not contain
sufficient detail in parts of the listings to allow an accurate
determination of the safety classification. For excmple, the
" Reactor Protection System (In part)" is listed as "Q" and
" Seismic Category 1" but the listing does not identify which part.
The licensee stated that the classification is further clarified
in Piping and Instrumentation Drawing (P& ids) a'nd detailed
drawings. However, the drawings are not referenced nor listed on
"Q" list. In addition, the necessity of going through several
drawings to determine the safety * classification of various reactor
plant items would be cumbersome at best upon commencement of
reactor plant operations. The licensee stated that the prepara-
tion of a more comprehensive "Q" list for plant operations was
already being studied. Pending additional inspection of licensee
action toward a more comprehensive "Q" li st, this . item was
identified as Inspector Follow-up Item 400, 401/83-25-19.

(4) Several pipe support calculations were selected and inspected for
technical adequacy and compliance with the licensee's NPED manual.
The following items were noted. *

(a) Pipe Hanger Problem (PHP) Report No. 6451 noted certain welds
on pipe support CH-H-839 to be inaccessible for inspection.
The PHP did not clearly identify the welds in question.

,

Discussions with the design engineer and his supervisor
indicated that the design engineer had misread the PHP, did
.not obtain clarification, but calculated for the worst case
weld and determined that the pipe support was adequate.
However, the licensee was informed of the need for an
accurate definition of problems to assure resolution of the
correct problem. The licensee acknowledged the comment and
stated that the on-site location of HPES allows an on-the-
scene determination of the problem. In addition, the
licensee stated that more emphasis has been placed on a
closer working relationship between the field and HPES.
Pending further inspection of the accuracy of HPES PHP
resolution, this was identified as a weakness and Inspector
Follow-up Item 400, 401/83-25-20.

(b) PHP 6451 identified a weld on pipe support CH-H-1030 that was
inaccessible for inspection. The pipe support calculations
determined that the pipe support was technically adequate
without the weld. Curing performance of this calculation .

however, the design engineer noted that another weld,
designed by B-P, did not meet AISC requirements regarding
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effective weld size. The support was redesigned and the new('j
y design was issued for implementation. However, no design

non-conformance was issued and no formal transmittal of thea
??; noted condition to ESASCO or B-P was observed. This was

identified as an example for Violation 400, 401/83-25-05,

Q| Lack of Procedure for Identification of Nonconforming Design
Conditions, discussed in paragraph 9.b.

;;

@g (5) An inspection of Field Change Request (FCR) disposition was
] performed to determine technical adequacy and compliance with FSAR

'/.1
commitments. During inspection of FCR H-979 the following was
noted. FSAR paragraph 3.8.3.6.2.2 stated that construction of,j
structural steel structures was to be in accordance with the AISC3

y Code of Standard Practice, the AISC Building Specification, and
the AWS Structural Welding Code D1.1 Section 9, as well as the

~. 3
1 applicable component specifications. AWS 01.1 paragraph *9.25.1.2
jj requires thorough fusion between weld metal and base metal .

FCR-H-979 Rev. 3 page 3 paragraph 4 allows 1/4" lack of fusion in
any six inches of pipe support welds. The licensee-stated that

-

1 AWS D1.1 paragraph 9.25.1.6 allowed 10*.' of the length of the weld9 to be undersize; therefore, a 1/4" lack of fusion on a 6" weldj
which reduces the weld length approximately 4*.' would be well

Y
within the 10*.' allowed. The licensee was informed that there are"

many pipe support welds that are in the 1" to 2" length category
f; and the reduction would be 12*.' to 2 5*.' . Furthermore, the 10*.'

allowable was for an undersize weld and not a lack of weld (or1
-

lack of weld fusion). The licensee further stated that the AWS
l D.1.1 requirements could be evaluated based on specific design

conditions. Pending further evaluation anci inspection of
FCR-H-979 Rev. 3 for compliance with AWS 0.1.1 requirements, this
item was identified as Unresolved Item 400, 401/83-25-08.

J

(6) During discussions with the lead architectural / structural HPES
engineer, it was determined that pipe support base plate and

7 concrete expansion anchor design calculations were performed on
q site based on pipe support loads provided on pipe support drawings

-

rather than using actual piping analysis generated load tabula-
tion. A potential for design calculation errors existed in that a

time lag could exist between the generation of newsignificant
support loads by the piping analysis and the actual receipt by the
on-site designer. In addition transposition inaccuracies also
could exist. Pending further inspection, this item was identified
as Inspector Follow-up Item 400, 401/83-25 -21.

;

10. Structural Construction Activities
s4

a. Organization

The CP&L organization described in the design control section of this
report also applies to this section. The Resident Engineering Organi-A residentzation provided construction support engineering services.

I
v _. . _ _ -
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c. Conclusions

The project management at the iiarris site appears conscientious with
the intent of providing a quality product.. - Problem areas do exist,
especially in the area of identification and documentation of condi-
tions adverse to quality. The management is cognizant of the short-
comings and appears to be addressing the problem areas.

:

6. Construction QA Program Implementation
'

^.
a. General

- -
.

The purpose of this portion of the inspection was to complete an*

overall review of implementation of the CP&L program for control of
site QA and construction activities.

CP&L submitted the latest revision of Section 1.8 of their Preliminary
^

Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) to NRC on May 9, 1983. The CP&L QA

| program commits to applicable regulatory requirements such as
10 CFR 50, Appendix B and approved industry standards such as ANSI
N45.2-1971. Quality Assurance Program requirements for nuclear power
plants corresponding daughter standards are also committed to in4

Chapter 1.8 of the PSAR.'

.

j b. bocuments Examined
. .

; .

1 (1) Chapter 1.8 o.f the PSAR
(2) Changes to the Corporate Quality Assurance Program, submitted

,

May 9, 1983
(3) Corporate QA Manual !

(4) Construction QA Procedures
(5) Administrative Procedures
(6) Work Procedures .

(7) Technical Procedures>

(8) Construction QC Procedures
|

c. QA Program Review

The inspectors reviewed the documents listed in paragraph 6.b and held
discussions' with responsible corporate and site management, quality
assurance, quality control, and craft personnel, and concluded that
CP&L QA program and supporting manuals contain the following:

(1) A policy statement from upper management supporting the QA program
and objectives.*

(2) Adequate dafinition in the program for control of contractors.

; (3) Provisions in the QA manuals and procedures fo'r interface control
between engineering, QA, construction, QC, contractors, design and'

'

procurement. .

*
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